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For over 40 years, The P.A. People have been delivering sound reinforcement, 
audio-visual and communications systems for venues and events. 
Chris Dodds explains why such systems are so important

Sound and Vision

Whether for a crowd of 100, 1,000 or 100,000, at any 
entertainment, sporting or public event, sound and 
visual systems are an essential part of the patron and 

fan experience. 
For large entertainment venues audiovisual systems combine 

microphones, signal processors, amplifiers, loudspeakers and 
screens to deliver key elements of the live experience while 
for other venues, the technology can be as simple as a small 
public address (PA) system.

In sport, advancements in audiovisual technology over 
recent years can be seen in video boards, scoreboards and 
ribbon board systems delivering high resolution clarity and 
concert-level sound quality.

Advancements of technology in sound has coincided with 
music becoming all the more accessible, and with that the 
perception of and demand for quality has increased, with people 
familiar with various means of listening to high quality sound in 
their daily lives: AM radio > CD > FM > iPhone > headphones > 
personal music. Quality is important – a system has to find the 
correct balance of ‘easy on the ear’ so the patrons do not tune 
out, yet maintain sufficient level so critical announcements are 
heard and understood.

For any venue, the ability to effectively manage and 
communicate with patrons is no longer “a nice to have”. In this 
day of heightened security awareness, sound systems need 
to not only comply with relevant standards, but also need 
to be effective in being able to communicate with patrons. 
Unfortunately, standards have not always kept up with patron 
expectations and while regulatory frameworks centre on 
fire protection within built spaces, the ability to marshal and 
communicate with patrons should also be front and centre for 
any venue, whether it be indoors or outdoors, and particularly 
where there is some sort of boundary and nominated access 
points or gates.

Current fire standards not only mandate where such systems 
are required, but also the quality of the coverage and level of 

the audio which I would argue should form the benchmark for 
any sound system used to communicate with patrons

A sound system should also be easy to use, manage 
multiple priorities and sources and be maintainable. It should 
take into account an appropriate design life for the operating 
environment the system is installed in. We should also not lose 
sight of the importance of audio-visual components being part 
of all design considerations – integrated where appropriate, but 
also providing access for maintenance and understanding that 
function sometimes needs to take precedence over form. 

Good design is providing a system that exhibits the 
appropriate balance of these criteria – namely, it should be fit 
for purpose.

Over its history, The P.A. People has developed an industry-
leading reputation as a specialist integrator and contractor 
in sound reinforcement, audiovisual systems, performance 
lighting and production communications, understanding the 
rigours of working in a design construct environment and 
working with other trades and services to ensure delivery of 
a fully integrated package, for venues and events, large and 
small, from local community arts venues to major stadia, and 
local concerts to major international events. 

The opening and closing ceremonies of international sporting 
events in the 21st century have become their own genre of epic 
theatre. Used by host nations to communicate their history, 
achievements, values and ideals, the ability to conceptualise, 
design and deliver these vast spectacles is the preserve of a 
handful of elite international creative and technical agencies. 
Sydney’s The P.A. People is numbered among these specialists, 
with an impressive track record of delivering communications 
solutions to events such as the winter and summer Olympics, 
Asian Games and Commonwealth Games.
Chris Dodds is Managing Director of The P.A. People Pty 
Limited. He can be contacted on 02 8755 8700, 
E: chris.dodds@papeople.com.au
www.papeople.com.au

Closing ceremony for the European Games 2015 in Baku, Azerbaijan. Image courtesy of Jo Nisbet.
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CASE STUDY
Adelaide Oval
As part of the redevelopment of the Adelaide Oval, The P.A. 
People supplied and installed all main front-of-house clusters, 
fill speakers, gate speakers, amplifiers and processing 
with the impressive roof arcs of the Southern, Eastern and 
Western stands home to 27 separate clusters of EAW QX500 

loudspeakers between them, supplemented by over 230 JBL 
AWC82 100v line loudspeakers as infill around the ground. 

Originally, another infill solution was specified, but the 
long experience of The P.A. People in stadia, pointed to an 
enhanced, fit-for-purpose solution that not only fulfilled the 
specification, but saved the project a considerable part of its 
budget.

In addition to the main PA and stands infill, a number of 
specialised loudspeakers have been installed in key positions. 
JBL CBT Series column speakers are installed in the outside 
of the South and East gates for crowd address. The North gate 
is covered with EAW UB12 series speakers. The Northern 
end of the ground, which houses the historic wooden cricket 
scoreboard, a grassed area and LED screen, is covered by 
JBL AE Series loudspeakers mounted on a light tower, under a 
camera deck, on the new LED screen and inside the heritage-
listed scoreboard itself.

Linking all the audio, video and data elements that make a 
modern sporting event is a fully converged network, distributed 
via fibre optic cable through Cisco enterprise switches. 

CASE STUDY
Art House Wyong
The Art House Wyong is a new, much needed fly-tower 
equipped performing arts venue in the heart of the NSW Central 
Coast. Having just opened in May 2016, the centre is already 
a success, boasting a 500 seat proscenium arch theatre and a 
flexible 130 seat studio space, suitable for emerging artists or 
digitally linked to the theatre as an orchestra room. 

Entirely funded by the former Wyong Council, its construction 
cost of $12.7 million represents a remarkable return on 
investment, hosting productions by popular local companies 
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CASE STUDY
European Games 2015, Baku, Azerbaijan
One of The P.A. People’s most significant project of recent 
years was providing communications, CCTV and technical 
services to the opening and closing ceremonies at the inaugural 
European Games held in Baku, Azerbaijan, in June last year.

Staged in the newly constructed Baku National Stadium, an 
audience of 70,000 watched 2,000 performers and 6,000 athletes 
representing 50 nations in 20 sports open the games with a 
combination of traditional music and poetry, gravity-defying aerial 
effects, multimedia, international superstars, and pyrotechnics. 

Central to the opening ceremony was the giant revolving 
stage set in the centre of the ground. At different times, it was 
called on to hold hundreds of performers, rotate to display 
complicated scenery, emulate the birth of a mountain range 
with hydraulics, and have both water and fire emerge from 

Wyong’s theatre’s PA is a JBL VRX 900 Series system, with 
four elements each of VRX932LA-1 at left, centre and right. 
Two VRX918S subwoofers are flown above centre. Front fill 
is provided by five JBL AC18/26s, with a further 2 AC18/26s 
used for ‘under balcony’ fill. The rig is powered and processed 
by a combination of Crown DCi 4 and DCi 8 amplifiers. Further 
processing for the Back-of-House system is courtesy of a BSS 
BLU-100, also connected to the Dante network. The Studio’s 
PA is a flexible system of JBL EON615s and 610s that can be 
flown or tripod mounted as required. The house mic kit is a 
mixture of wired and wireless models from Shure.

Mixing desks are Yamaha digital on a Dante backbone, with 
a QL5 for large shows in the theatre, and a smaller TF1for the 
Studio, or smaller, single operator shows. A Yamaha Rio3224-D 
sits at the Theatre’s prompt side, a Rio1608-D at opposite 
prompt. A second Rio1608-D is sleeved and can be deployed 
anywhere on the Dante network as needed. An eight-in Ri8-D 
and an eight-out Ro8-D are mounted in the bio box for local I/O. 
Dante sits on a separate switch from the building’s IT network, 

and already attracting Australia’s finest touring acts.
The P.A. People installed the heart of the Art Houses’ technical 

systems; the equipment that makes the everyday use of the 
venue possible and viable. Along the way, we helped ensure 
that the equipment was industry standard, fit-for-purpose and 

made the venue as attractive as possible for touring performing 
arts companies and local groups alike, for years to come. 

Commenting on the venue, architect Tim Greer of Tonkin 
Zulaikha Greer Architects stated “it’s great to see local councils 
building theatres.

“They’re very difficult buildings to deliver, with their multiple 
stakeholders. Wyong, with their limited resources, now have 
a great asset. Not everyone in the community agrees that 
there should be a substantial amount of money committed to 
the performing arts, but Council has a responsibility to build 
projects in all areas, whether it is sport, arts or public spaces. 

The P.A. People also installed Jands curtain tracks in the 
Studio, JLX Lite lighting bars, and designed and installed the 
lighting grid in the Studio. They installed 11 LED video displays, 
11 LED video displays, three cameras for digital signage and 
performance relay throughout the building and the video 
infrastructure to support it, including HD-SDI links between the 
Studio and the Theatre to enable the Studio to be used as an 
orchestra room.

it. Its first big moment in the ceremony was a section called 
‘Miniatures’, in which 300 performers and 200 trap doors were 
utilised to create a revolving panorama of recreated illustrations 
from the works of Azerbaijani national poet NizamiGanjavi, a 
12th century writer and philosopher famous for works such as 
‘Layla and Majnun’, a story of star-crossed lovers said to have 
been the inspiration for ‘Romeo and Juliet’. 

Bringing just this one scene to life took 26 stage management 
staff working in unison on the stage, all on full duplex wireless 
communications, with a further 54 full duplex wireless comms 
packs and around 25 wired packs under the stage as its own 
separate system. The comms system as a whole was vast, 
involving over 1,000 two way-radios, more than 200 IP-enabled 
intercom panels, and hundreds of beltpacks. 

One of the largest communications systems ever used in a 
live event, the biggest technical challenge was how to make 
80 full-duplex wireless comms packs work in the same place. 

Chris Dodds, Managing Director, The P.A. People recalled 
“…it was determined that a full duplex solution would constitute 
a significant advantage for the Ceremonies.”

Nick Eltis, Senior Technical Director for the ceremonies for 
creative and production firm FiveCurrents, explained “it had never 
been done before on that scale.“The Freespeak II system was 
flawless. It was literally perfect. There were 26 different talk groups 
and a global talk group for the stage management team and tech 
crew running the scenery on the revolve, and it was perfect.”

with the Primary and Redundant 
connections run on separate V-LANs. 
There are 24 dedicated Dante patch 
points throughout the building.

The stage management console is 
a custom build by The P.A .People, 
and houses a Jands EZICOM 
401 master station, a Leon Audio QLM16 MK4 cue light 
master station, Shure mic and a dual 8” LCD video monitor. 
Communications headsets are from beyerdynamic, while back-
of-house area paging is through a combination of JBL and TOA 
ceiling and surface-mount loudspeakers.

Theatre lighting control is from an industry standard ETC 
Gio, while the Studio is run from a smaller ETC Element 40. 
The system is built around 20 JandsHPC12 digital dimmers, 
which control a predominantly LED rig built around ETC Source 
4 LED models and Selecon Rama LEDFresnels, flown from 
Jands JLX-Pro lighting bars. Cyclorama wash is provided from 
seven Chroma-Q Color Force CF72 LED battens.

Art House WYONG Technical Details

European Games closing ceremony (left) and the Games’ control room (right). Images Jo Nisbet.


